Grade of the Week – Language Unit

**Roll Up, Roll Up!**

In the Language Unit this term we have been investigating the Circus. We have made some great artwork.

We have also been creating interesting sentences that grab the reader’s attention by including words to describe the Who, What, When and How. Here are some examples:

*The heavy elephant is balancing on fragile bottles in the big circus.*  
**Alex**

*The colourful ringmaster was entertaining the crowd by scaring them at the amazing circus at 12 o’clock.*  
**Ryan**

*The fantastic magician quickly pulled a goofy, colourful rabbit out of the hat after he did other tricks.*  
**Dalani**

*The humungous elephant is carrying the butterfly-woman on his back.*  
**Emilee**

*The small cute horse is galloping in the busy circus.*  
**Amelie**